
  

Halo Training Lifejacket
Reference# 83296

Halo Training Lifejacket
The Halo training lifejacket has been developed to meet
a market demand for lifejackets capable of withstanding
the repetitive rigours of training programmes. Based on
customer feedback from leading OPITO approved
training providers, this training option is an authentic
reproduction of the Halo aviation lifejacket.

To accommodate the frequent opening and closing of the
lifejacket cover, the zip has been modified to a QBZ YKK.
This is further protected by a panel secured in place with
a popper and Velcro straps for longevity. The cover
material has been changed from Nomex, chosen
operationally for its high quality heat and flame resistant
properties, to a hardwearing and quick dry 300D
Polyester.

In addition, the lifejacket also incorporates a modified
inflation bladder with a “fake” secondary inflation
mechanism. This simulates the operation of the actual
Halo system, but reduces rearming costs and simplifies
the repacking process in the training environment. The
removal of items with an expiry date, such as strobe and
lifejacket lights, further simplifies maintenance for the
training provider.

 Facts 

Training reproduction of halo lifejacket designed
Simplified maintenance
QBZ YKK with poppered closure for longevity
Ergonomic fusion 3d design hi-vis beaded inflation toggles
Unique bladder distribution for enhanced in-water performance
Scultped bladder profile for improved in-water
Mobility to aid self rescue
Halo hood system for improved airway protection
Slimline quick lock buckle & waist adjusters to provide easy donning



Product Detail
Lifejacket Helicopter

Type of PFD/class Inflatable lifejacket 275N

Area of application Maritime Training

Buoyancy Minimum 275N

Adjustments Waist - both sides

Fit / Ergonomics Fusion 3D Design

Reflective material IMO Solas

Bladder construction Symmetrical with chin support

Firing mechanism Manual, UML Micro

Sprayhood Yes

Lifting becket/loop Yes. double

Whistle Yes

Buckle Plastic buckle with quick release functionality

Cover closure Zipper with Quick Burst functionality

CO₂-cylinder(s) 60g CO₂ (1 pc)

Service interval (standard) When needed

Certifications ETSO ETSO 2C504 (Helicopter lifejacket)

Weight 2,20 kg single chamber/2,55 kg double chamber

Crotch strap Double detachable

Inflatable bladder Single
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